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Abstract

The  design  of  analog  and  complex  mixed-signal  circuits  in  a  deep  submicron  CMOS process
technology is a big challenge. This makes it desirable to shift data converter design towards the
digital domain. The advantage of using a fully digital ADC design rather than a traditional analog
ADC design is that the circuit is defined by an HDL description and automatically synthesized by
tools. It offers low power consumption, low silicon area and a fully optimized gate-level circuit that
reduces the design costs, etc. The functioning of an all-digital ADC is based on the time domain
signal processing approach, which brings a high time resolution obtained by the use of a nanometer
CMOS process. An all-digital ADC design is implemented by using a combination of the digital
Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO) and a Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC). The VCO converts
the amplitude-domain analog signal to a phase-domain time-based signal. In addition, the VCO
works as a time based quantizer. The time-based signal from the VCO output is then processed by
the TDC quantizer in order to generate the digital code sequences. The fully digital VCO-based
ADC has the advantage of superior time resolution. Moreover, the VCO-based ADC offers a first-
order noise shaping property of its quantization noise.

This  thesis  presents  the implementation of  a  VCO-based ADC in STM 65 nm CMOS process
technology  using  digital  tools  such  as  ModelSim  simulator,  Synopsys  Design  Compiler  and
Cadence SOC Encounter. The circuit level simulations have been done in Cadence Virtuoso ADE. A
multi-phase VCO and multi-bit quantization architecture has been chosen for this 8-bit ADC. The
power consumption of the ADC is approximately 630 μW at 1.0 V power supply and the figure of
merit is around 410 fJ per conversion step.
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Digital ADC, TDC,  VCO-based ADC, VCO-based quantizer.
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                                                                                                                                         1 Introduction

1 Introduction

Obtaining compact design, low power consumption, and low design cost is a difficult challenge in
electronic systems design. Supply voltage and device dimensions scaling are effects of the scaling
in CMOS process technology according to Moore's law. Data converter design is essential in a wide
range  of  mixed-signal  processing  applications.  High  speed  signal  operation  and  output  data
accuracy are the key necessities of the signal processing systems. For example, the RF transceiver
uses such a mixed-signal processing system. The analog domain (continuous time and amplitude) is
still a high priority for information carrying the electrical signals. An Analog-to-Digital Converter
(ADC) converts an analog signal into a digital signal. The digitized signal is a set of discrete values
that is processed by the digital processor. Most of the cases in RF transceivers, the analog, RF,
digital logic circuits and digital memory blocks are integrated on the same silicon die. Conventional
data converters are often built with passive elements or analog circuits. For example, usual analog
ADCs are pipeline ADC,  flash ADC, time-interleaved ADC, and sigma-delta ADC. Most of the
analog ADCs traditionally contain sample and hold circuits, Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC)
functionality,  operational  amplifiers,  and  external  or  internal  reference  voltage  circuits.  Hence,
analog and mixed-signal circuit  design requires great care to minimize the signal crosstalk and
coupling.  The  power-efficiency  and  silicon  area-efficiency  of  CMOS  technology  scaling  are
important aspects in the prospective ADC design. In addition, the use of deep submicron CMOS
process technology tends to increase the challenges for the ADC design.

The implementation of the data converters using fully digital hardware is more convenient than its
equivalent analog design. These facts favors the development of the fully digital ADC over the
analog ADC in mixed-signal processing systems. Moreover, the digital circuits are less sensitive
than analog circuits. The major influential factors in analog and digital design of an ADC circuit are
outlined in the below sections.

1.1 Bottleneck of analog ADC design

In almost all cases, the analog circuits are implemented by cascading the analog devices and passive
elements. An ADC design in analog EDA (Electronic-Design-Automation) tools is implemented by
a fully handcrafted and manual effort. Hence, the design process increases the resource costs on
analog circuit design and the implementation takes a long time and is error-prone. It is difficult to
reuse  a  previous  analog  circuit  since  it  has  been  defined  using  device  dimensions  and  a
mathematical  model.  In  addition,  there is  always  a  trade-off  between the supply voltage,  gain,
precision,  and power dissipation in the analog circuit  design.  In this  section,  a few aspects are
discussed to illustrate the general difficulties of an analog ADC design in the presence of CMOS
process technology scaling [1]. 

(i) The influence of  reducing supply  voltage:  The tolerance  of  the reduction  in  supply
voltage and doping levels becomes more influential on the analog circuit performance in a
deep  submicron  CMOS  process.  The  traditional  analog  ADC  (e.g.,  pipeline  ADC)
resolution can be deduced from the supply voltages or current levels. The reduced input
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supply voltage due to the technology scaling also reduces the input signal dynamic range.
Thus, it limits the signal processing speed of the analog circuits. In addition, the analog
circuits require more power for the output signal accuracy.

(ii) Transconductance: The short channel length of a transistor has brought down the value
of the transconductance in the velocity saturation mode. The transconductance value is a
function  of  the bias  current  (output  current).  Decrease in  supply voltage  and velocity
saturation causes the value of the transconductance to decrease. Low transconductance of
the devices degrades the linear behavior and driving capability of the circuits.

(iii) Output  resistance:  The device  dimensions  become smaller  by decreasing  the  scaling
factor for all geometry parameters of the circuit in the CMOS technology. The transistor
output resistance is lowered with its short channel length. Hence, the intrinsic gain of the
device goes down with reduced output resistance together with the transconductance.  

(iv) Mixed-signal  integrity: The  ultra-deep  submicron  process  would  cause  substrate
coupling,  power supply line coupling,  and electromagnetic  interference by sharing the
analog  and digital  circuits  on  the  same die.  The  high  speed digital  switching can  be
directly coupled to the RF and analog circuitry in case of mixed-signal IC design. This
coupled noise and signal interactions lower the signal swing and circuit performance.  

1.2 The advantage of fully digital ADC design

The attractive feature of an ADC design is programmability in the hardware description language
(HDL). An ADC design in digital EDA tools has been implemented using a HDL description. The
designed circuit offers full automation at various circuit levels. Further, it drastically reduces the
design cost when compared to the traditional analog ADC and brings down the design time. Some
advantages of an ADC design fully digital in nature are listed below. 

(i) A  fully  digital  ADC  design  benefits  from  the  CMOS  technology  scaling.  Smaller
geometrical dimensions lower the parasitics on the digital  circuits. The effect of small
parasitic elements in a circuit can reduce the transition time of signals. In addition, the
reduced parasitics lead to improvement of the signal processing speed as well as circuit
switching time.  

(ii) Reducing  the  device  sizes  results  in  low power  consumption  and  greatly  reduces  the
silicon area.

In general, the digital signal processing systems are more immune to noise. On the other hand, it is
essential to limit the external noise sources as well as the internal noise in the analog circuits. The
analog circuits are always placed away from the digital block on the same Integrated Circuit (IC)
design to mitigate the interference. This will result in that the analog and digital circuit integration
on the same chip increases the chip area, power consumption, and design cost. The idea of using the
analog functions in the digital domain is inevitable in mixed-signal processing applications. 
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The time-based signal processing takes advantage of the nanometer CMOS technologies since the
information is carried by the timing events instead of voltages. Such design brings superior time
resolution.  The  idea  is  that  the  data  converter  can  be  realized  using  this  time-based  signal
processing scenario. The motivation of this thesis work is to design an ADC in the digital domain to
avoid the analog circuits. A digital IC design approach using RTL to GDSII design flow has been
followed to implement the ADC. This approach greatly optimizes the ADC circuit design through
auto synthesis tools (EDA tools). In this thesis, the context of the all-digital ADC design uses the
Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO) for the voltage-domain analog signal to time conversion. The
VCO additionally is used as a time-based quantizer. The time-domain signal is then processed by
the Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) along with the digital post processing of the corresponding
digital signal. A block diagram of the all-digital ADC modeling is shown in Figure 1.1 that is based
on the combination of both voltage-domain to time-domain signal conversion and time-domain to
digital signal conversion process. 

1.3 Purpose

The main purpose of this thesis is to implement a VCO-based ADC using an RTL to GDSII design
flow with the Digital IC design tools. This thesis work focuses on understanding the theoretical
concepts involved in a typical VCO-based ADC. There are several architectures available for VCO-
based ADCs  that  are  discussed  in  chapter  3.  The  major  contribution  of  this  thesis  work  is  to
generate  the  automatic  schematic  and  layout  of  the  circuit  by  studying  the  digital  IC  design
methodology. The ADC performance verification and analyzing the individual blocks of the digital
circuits involved in the entire circuit are the parts of this thesis work. The VCO-based ADC was
implemented in the STM 65 nm technology and uses 1.0 V power supply. The main purpose of the
used digital tools for the entire thesis work has been tabulated in Table 1.1. 
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                                    Table 1.1. The tools used for implementing the all-digital ADC

               Tool  Purpose 

Mentor Graphics ModelSim HDL design

Synopsys Design Compiler Synthesis-Verilog netlist

Cadence Virtuoso Schematic design and simulations

Cadence SOC Encounter Place and route and GDSII file of design

Mentor Graphics Calibre DRC/LVS verification

Matlab Output data analysis

1.4 Thesis organization

This thesis report  has been organized into six chapters. The introduction of all-digital  ADCs is
outlined in section 1.1. Each chapter is presented with step-by-step details of the VCO-based ADC
design  and  implementation.  In  this  thesis,  the  architecture  selection  and  top-down  design
implementation  are  the  main  aspects.  The  details  of  the  ADC  top-down  design  process  are
described. The chapters are organized as follows. 

• Chapter 1 describes the background of all-digital ADCs based on the principle of time-based
ADCs.

• Chapter 2 focuses on the general performance metrics and theory of ADCs. 

• Chapter  3  briefly describes  the  working principle  of  an ideal  VCO-based ADC and the
effects of nonidealities. It also provides the description of the different architectures, such as
single-phase and multi-phase VCO-based ADC architectures. 

• Chapter 4 presents the VCO-based ADC architecture selection and description of individual
blocks. 

• Chapter 5 includes the simulation results of the implemented ADC.

• Chapter 6 presents the top-down design flow using flow charts to implement the VCO-based
ADC. 

• Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and the suggested future tasks on this topic. 
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2 General characteristics of 

ADCs

This chapter describes the general characteristics of an ideal ADC [2], [3] and [4]. An Analog-to-
Digital Converter (ADC) converts an amplitude-domain analog input signal to a sequence of digital
codes. For an ideal n-bit ADC, a full scale input voltage is converted into 2n quantization steps,
where n represents the ADC resolution in bits. The lowest possible change in the input voltage that
is required to change the digital code transitions is called the Least-Significant-Bit (LSB) voltage or
quantization step voltage (VQ) of the ADC. For an ideal ADC, the data conversion process can be
expressed mathematically as 

         VQ = 1LSB =
VFS

2n
=

Vmax−Vmin

2n                                                     (2.1)

where VFS denotes the full scale input voltage, VQ is the quantization step voltage and 2n represents
the total number of quantization steps over the full scale input voltage range of the ADC. The terms

Vmax, Vmin are  the  input  signal  voltage  boundaries.  An  example  plot  for  a  3-bit  ideal  ADC
characteristic is shown in Figure 2.1.  

During the analog to digital signal conversion, a practical ADC introduces errors such as offset
error, gain error etc. The frequency-domain, time-domain dynamic parameters and static parameters
are the important specifications of the ADC. Generally, the ADC performance can be defined by
static and dynamic analyses. A static analysis is performed by applying a slow ramp signal as input
to  the  ADC such that  it  evaluates  the  accuracy of  the  ADC by input  and output  relationship.
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Whereas the dynamic analysis is performed by applying a sinusoidal signal as input to the ADC in
order to evaluate the power spectrum density of the digital signal.

2.1 Static parameters

This section illustrates the most common static parameters of an ADC such as offset error, gain
error, and linearity errors. The linearity errors associated with the ADC are Differential nonlinearity
(DNL) and Integral nonlinearity (INL), which are used to measure the nonlinear behavior of the
ADC transfer  function.  The ADC transfer function with nonlinearity can deviate  from its  ideal
transfer function. The linearity errors can be described by differentiating the ideal and the actual
transfer functions of the ADC. On the other hand, the offset error and gain error can be measured by
differentiating the actual slope from the ideal slope of the ADC transfer functions. The slope can be
defined by either end-point method or best-fit method. In the best-fit method, a straight line can be
drawn with the use of a curve-fitting algorithm. On the other hand, the end-point method is used to
define a straight line drawn through the end points of the ADC transfer function. Figure 2.2 shows
the best fit lines for the ideal and non-ideal ADC transfer functions. These static parameters of the
ADC can be examined by applying a low speed signal (e.g., a slow ramp signal). 

Offset error

The offset error of an ADC is defined as the deviation of the actual transfer line from the ideal
transfer  line  at  the  lowest  ADC output  code.  In  other  words,  the  offset  error  is  the  difference
between the ideal voltage and the actual voltage at the lowest digital code from the ADC output. 
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Full scale error

The full scale error is defined as the deviation of the actual transfer line from the ideal transfer line
at the full scale ADC output code.

Gain error

The gain error of the ADC can be determined by the deviation of the shifted actual transfer line
from the ideal transfer line. Figure 2.2 shows the shifted actual transfer line drawn through the zero
offset error of the ADC. 

Differential Non-Linearity (DNL)

The transition between the output digital codes is at a voltage corresponding to exactly 1 LSB in an
ideal ADC. The DNL of an ADC is defined as the deviation of the actual code widths from its ideal
code width (1 LSB). The DNL can be computed with the following equations:

                                                 actual_code_width (n) =  Vn-Vn-1                                                  (2.2)

                                      DNL(n) = actual_code_width (n) – ideal_code_width (n)                       (2.3)

where Vn-Vn-1 represents the actual code width for the nth output digital code, and Vn is denoted as
the input voltage at which the ADC changes the digital output code from n to n+1. Figure 2.3 shows
how the DNL value for a nonlinear ADC is measured.                                                                        

Missing codes

A typical ADC is designed to produce all quantization steps over the analog full scale input voltage
range. In some instances, a missing quantization step may occur for any input voltage in the ADC. A
missing code is said to be a missing quantization step, which is mainly due to improper quantization

7
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and nonlinear properties of the ADC. A missing code can be seen if the DNL is -1 LSB or less for
that corresponding code. 

Integral Non-Linearity (INL)

The INL of the ADC is defined as the deviation of the position of actual code centers from the ideal
transfer line, which is shown in Figure 2.4. The INL of an ADC can be expressed as 

   INL (n) = actual _code_center_voltage (n) – adjusted_ideal_code_center_voltage (n)            (2.4)

where  actual _code_center_voltage (n) represents the input voltage at which the actual  nth  digital
code center of ADC is present. The adjusted_ideal_code_center_voltage (n) corresponds similarly
to the nth  digital code of adjusted ideal transfer function. The INL would be zero if the actual and
ideal code centers falls on same input voltage of the ADC.

Large  DNL and  INL errors,  will  cause  an  increase  in  both  the  rms  distortion  level  and  rms
quantization noise level in the ADC. 

Resolution and Quantization noise

An ideal ADC generates K= 2n quantization levels over a full scale input voltage. Therefore, the
ADC resolution provide a measure of its performance that can be obtained as 

                                                         n = log2(K ) bits.                                                           (2.5)

The quantization in an ADC is the process that makes an analog signal discrete in amplitude. A
rounding error is made during the quantization process in the ADC. This rounding error (a small
difference) is the difference between the input analog voltage and the corresponding voltage of the
output digital code. This rounding error is referred to as quantization error and is assumed to be
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                   Figure 2.4. Measuring INL
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±0.5LSB as depicted in Figure 2.5. The quantization errors in the ADC functionality behave like
quantization noise. In theory, the signal to quantization noise of the ideal ADC can be summarized
using the following equations.

 

The rms value of the full scale input voltage of an ADC is equivalent to

                                                        V rms =
VFs

2√2
.                                 (2.6)

Using equation 2.1, the rms value of the full scale input voltage can also be written in terms of the
ADC least-significant-bit voltage as 

                                                 V rms =
VFS

(2√2)
= 2n VQ

(2√2)
                                                        (2.7)

where VQ=
VFS

2n
represents the quantization step voltage of the ADC.  

Assume that the quantization error voltage is uniformly distributed between +1/2 and −1 /2LSB in
the ideal ADC. The term (E(ϵ2)) represents the quantization error voltage of the ADC. This can be
estimated using the following equation as

                                               E(ϵ2) =
1

VQ
∫

−1
2

VQ

+1
2 VQ

ϵ2d ϵ =
VQ

2

12
                                                    (2.8)

                                         E(ϵ)rms = √E(ϵ
2
) = √ VQ

2

12
=

VQ

√12
.                                                 (2.9)

Assuming that  this  quantization noise is  the only noise introduced by the ideal  ADC, then the
signal-to-quantization noise ratio [4] for such an ADC can be simplified as 
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            Figure 2.5. Quantization error voltage for 3-bit ideal ADC
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                         SQNR = 10 log10(
Ps

Pn

) = 20 log10(
Srms

N rms

) = 20 log10(
Vrms

E(ϵ)rms

)                      (2.10)

                              SQNR = 20 log10(
V rms

√E(ϵ
2
)
) =

2n VQ/(2√2)

VQ/√12
                                            (2.11)

                       SQNR(dB) = 20 log10(2
n)+20 log10(√ 3

2
) ≈ (6.02×n+1.76) .                        (2.12)

Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio of an ideal ADC due to quantization noise can be obtained by its
resolution. 

Dynamic range

The dynamic range of the ADC is the ratio of the largest output digital code obtained at the full-
scale input voltage to the smallest output digital code obtained at the lowest input voltage value of
the ADC. The largest output digital code is 2n−1 and the smallest output digital code is 0. Then,
dynamic range of ADC in dB is expressed as 

                                  DR = 20 log10(
(2n )

1
) = 20log10(2n ) dB.                                           (2.13)

On the other hand, the dynamic range can also specify the total number of quantization steps over
an input signal voltage range of the ADC.

2.2 Frequency-domain dynamic parameters

As mentioned previously in section 2.1, the static analysis reveals the ADC performance at very low
frequencies. Usually, dynamic testing for data converters is important to verify the performance of
mixed signal processing systems in high-speed applications.  During the analog to digital  signal
conversion, the quantization noise, circuit mismatches, and sampling clock deviations may degrade
the performance of such systems. The dynamic test of ADCs is used to evaluate the signal to noise
levels in the output frequency spectrum by applying an analog signal. The dynamic parameters of
an ADC are usually defined in a power spectrum density (PSD) plot, which can be computed by
using an M-point FFT or DFT of the output data. The acquired output sampled data (digital signal)
generally  contains  the  input  sinusoidal  signal  frequency information,  intermodulation  products,
harmonics, and the noise level that must be analyzed to characterize the ADC. The FFT of the two
tone test is used to describe the intermodulation distortion products' spectrum for second-order and
third-order  harmonic  products.  The  following  discussion  provides  the  mathematical  model
calculations that are used to compute the important dynamic parameters of ADCs. As an example,
the ADC PSD plot (Figure 2.6) illustrates the dynamic performance metrics.
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Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

The ADC signal-to-noise ratio is the ratio between the rms signal level and the rms total output
noise  level,  where  the  output  noise  includes  all  the  noise  sources  present  in  the  ADC  like
quantization noise, clock jitter, excluding the harmonics of test tone signal. In general, the SNR of
the ADC can be computed as 

                                        SNR (dB) = 10 log10(
Ps

Pn

) = 20 log10(
Srms

N rms

)                                   (2.14)

where Srms and Nrms  are the rms levels of signal (1st harmonic) and noise respectively, whereas Ps

and Pn denotes the rms signal power and rms noise power.

Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)

The THD of an ADC is usually defined as the ratio of the rms power of the signal to the rms power
sum of all the harmonic components of the signal. This can be expressed as 

                                                 THD(dBc) = 20 log10(
Srms

Drms

)                                                    (2.15)

where  Drms  represents  the  rms  level  of  all  harmonic  components  of  the  signal  in  the  output
frequency spectrum.

Signal-to-Noise-and-Distortion Ratio (SNDR)

SNDR is the combination of SNR and THD of the ADC, and can be expressed as the ratio of rms
power of signal  to  the rms power of  all  other  spectral  components  in  the frequency spectrum,
including harmonics of the test tone signal but excluding the DC component in the output frequency
spectrum of the ADC. The ADC SNDR can be expressed as 
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                             Figure 2.6. Power spectrum density plot for an ADC
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                                      SNDR(dB) = 20 log10(
S rms

N rms+Drms

)                                                     (2.16) 

where Srms is the rms signal level, Nrms is the rms level of noise and Drms describes the rms level of
all harmonic components of the test tone.

Effective Number Of Bits (ENOB)

The ENOB is one of the important specifications of the ADC measurement in bits. It provides the
output ADC resolution. Generally, the ENOB can be expressed in terms of SNDR of the ADC. The
SNDR  denotes  the  signal  versus  all  nonlinear  effects  and  noise  sources  present  in  the  ADC
frequency spectrum. Consider an ideal ADC that would have only quantization noise where SNDR
can be defined as the SQNR for its resolution. Therefore, ENOB of an ideal ADC can be written as

                                           ENOB(bits) =
[SNDR−1.76 dB]

6.02
.                                           (2.17)

Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR)

The SFDR is defined as the ratio of the rms power of signal to the rms power of the  strongest
spurious spectral component (peak harmonic component) in the ADC output frequency spectrum.
The spurs appear at the harmonics of the applied input signal (test tone) due to the nonlinear effects
of the ADC. This can be expressed as 

                                              SFDR (dBc) = 20 log10(
S rms

D 1rms

)                                                   (2.18)

where Srms  depicts  the rms value of signal and  D1rms  represents the rms value of next strongest
spurious component in the ADC output frequency spectrum. 

Intermodulation Distortion (IMD)

Two or more input signals are applied to an ADC that could generate the intermodulation distortion
products. An IMD test in the ADC is used to enumerate the additional signals (sum and difference
of the input signal frequencies) in the ADC output frequency spectrum. These IMD products are
produced  by  the  intermodulation  of  the  input  signal  frequency  components  and  the  ADC
nonlinearities. These tests are often used in ADC design to assess the limits of input signal dynamic
range and to characterize the ADC linearity. IMD tests are usually measured with two or more input
analog signals with the same amplitude. 

Consider the example in Figure 2.7, which shows the two tone output spectrum of the ADC that
illustrates  the  intermodulation  distortion  products.  The  input  signal  frequencies F1 and F2 of  the
ADC produce  the  fundamental  frequencies  and harmonic  components.  As well,  new frequency
components appear at the sum and difference of these input signal frequencies. The frequency of
intermodulation distortion products for a two tone test can be formulated as 

                                                     F(IMD) = m F1+n F2                                                            (2.19)

where n and m are integer numbers. For example, the terms F1+F2, and F1+F2 denotes the second
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order distortion products of the ADC. The third order distortion products are represented as the
terms 2 F1+F2 , 2 F1−F2 and F1−2F2 . 

Aliasing 

In the case of ADC, the input signal is sampled according to the Nyquist-Shannon criterion, which
is  defined  as  Fs>2Fb,  where  Fs represents  the  sampling  frequency  and  Fb defines  the  signal
bandwidth of interest. The term 2Fb represents the Nyquist-rate. Aliasing occurs if the input signal
of the ADC is sampled at lower than the Nyquist-rate, i.e., Fs<2Fb. Due to aliasing effects of the
ADC, the unwanted signal frequencies appear besides the desired input signal frequency in the
output frequency spectrum.

2.3 Oversampling and noise shaping property

According to  the  sampling  rate  of  ADCs they can  also be  classified  as  Nyquist-rate  ADCs or
oversampling ADCs. The Nyquist-rate ADCs are sampling the input signal at a minimum required
rate on the basis of the given signal bandwidth, whereas the oversampling ADCs samples the input
signal at a rate higher than the Nyquist-rate. The ratio between the sampling rate of an input signal
in the oversampling ADC and the Nyquist-rate ADC is denoted as the Over Sampling Ratio (OSR).
The power spectral distribution of quantization noise within the ADC bandwidth is shown in Figure
2.8 and Figure 2.9. A nice advantage of oversampled ADCs is that they reduce the quantization
noise level in the signal band of interest. Furthermore, the quantization noise as well other noise can
be separated from the signal band by using digital  filters (decimation filter)  after  the analog to
digital signal conversion, so that it is possible to obtain good SNR and resolution of the digital
signal. Moreover, oversampling of an input signal along with the noise shaping property of the ADC
relaxes the digital filter complexity.
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                            Figure 2.7. Two-tone IMD spectrum
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Figure 2.8. Spectral distribution of quantization noise in Nyquist-rate ADCs
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Figure 2.9. Spectral distribution of quantization noise in oversampling ADCs
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3 VCO-based ADC

This chapter focuses on the different architectures and the working principle of an ideal VCO-based
ADC. In addition,  this chapter presents an extensive description of the theoretical analysis of the
nonideality  effects  on the VCO-based ADC performance. The  nonidealities mainly include phase
noise, sampling clock jitter, flip-flop metastability as well as other aspects that are involved in the
VCO-based ADC performance. 

3.1 Introduction to VCO-based ADCs 

The VCO and TDC is one of the combinations that can be used to construct a typical VCO-based
ADC architecture. In practice, the VCO converts the input analog signal into a time-domain signal
by generating continuous time pulses, whose pulse width depends upon the input supply voltage. In
the amplitude to time-domain signal conversion process either a single-phase or multi-phase VCO
output is used. In the context of the VCO-based ADC, a TDC architecture is used to perform VCO
pulse width or frequency estimation to generate the sequence of digital codes. In this scenario, the
TDC can be modeled by quantization, sampling and differentiation operations. The quantization
operation in the TDC is performed by a reset counter. A counter counts the transitions on the time-
domain signal. The differentiation together with the sampling operation is performed on the counter
output. The digital output is obtained from the differentiator, which is the number of counts during a
sampling interval. The main advantage of the VCO-based ADC is that the resolution is determined
by the time resolution from the VCO output instead of voltage or current levels. The resolution can
be improved by reducing the  transition  time  of  the  VCO output  signal  since  the  VCO output
frequency is then quantized by the TDC. Further, the digital post processing (digital calibration
techniques) is required in order to improve the SNDR, ENOB and SFDR of the digital signal and
compensation techniques to correct the VCO linearity. The digital post processing is purely a digital
circuit implementation method. An ideal VCO-based ADC architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
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3.2 Architectures

Several articles and journals have been published regarding the attractive properties, architectures,
and performance summaries of the VCO-based ADC. The major architectures for data conversions
using VCO-based ADC are listed below: 

• Single-phase with single-bit quantization

• Single-phase with multi-bit quantization

• Multi-phase with single-bit quantization

• Multi-phase with multi-bit quantization

The  single-bit  quantization  circuit  can  be  carried  out  by  1-bit  registers.  In  contrast,  multi-bit
quantization requires a counter, which could be used to detect the switching events occurring at the
VCO output phases. This section distinguishes the background theory of single-phase and multi-
phase with the single-bit and multi-bit quantization architectures.

3.2.1 Single-phase VCO-based ADC 

A single-phase with multi-bit quantization architecture includes only a single-phase VCO output
signal.  An  ideal  single-phase  VCO-based  ADC  architecture  [5]  is  shown  in  Figure  3.2.  The
operation is depicted in Figure 3.3, which shows that the counter counts the rising edges of the
single-phase time-domain signal from the VCO output. The sampling register captures the counter
output at the rising edge of the sampling clock and its output is then forwarded to another register at
the next rising edge of the sampling clock. The digital output is obtained by the subtraction of the
two consequent sampled counter output values. In a multi-bit quantization architecture of the VCO-
based ADC, the resolution can be improved by the counter that counts the number of both rising and
falling edges of the single-phase VCO output signal. The lower limit on the sampling frequency
should be chosen based on counter width. The sampling frequency in multi-bit quantization can be
measured using the equation

                                                              Fs >
max (f vco)

2KCNTR−1
                                                              (3.1)

where f vco represents the VCO oscillation frequency, and KCNTR is the counter word length. 
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                     Figure 3.2. Single-phase with multi-bit quantization architecture
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3.2.2 Multi-phase VCO-based ADC

In order to obtain a high time resolution, the multi-phase time-domain signal from the VCO output
can be used in the VCO-based ADC. In this architecture,  each phase of the VCO output time-
domain signal is processed by the QSD (Quantizer, Sampler and Differentiator) block. As a result,
the time resolution will improve compared to the signal-phase VCO-based ADC. An example of an
ideal multi-phase VCO-based ADC architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.4 [5]. A typical QSD can
be distinguished as a single-bit QSD or a multi-bit QSD architecture. Using a multi-phase VCO
with single-bit quantization architecture makes it simple to implement a high speed VCO-based
ADC in such a way that the counters are avoided, since its functionality is based on one sampling
per edge.    

An example of single-bit quantization architecture is shown in Figure 3.5 [5]. The QSD architecture
is typically made with two flip-flops and one XOR gate for comparison of two sampled outputs. In
this case, the QSD block captures the progress of rising edges or falling edges of the VCO output
phase during a sampling clock period. In order to generate the digital code, the sampling frequency
should be chosen to capture the progress of the VCO phase in one sampling period. In addition, the
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sampling  frequency is  higher  than  twice  the  maximum possible  VCO output  frequency in  the
single-bit quantization.  The lower limit on the sampling frequency Fs  in single-phase VCO-based
ADC can be written as 

                                                        
Fs ⩾ 2max( f vco)

                                                                 (3.2)

where  Fs  is  higher  than twice the possible maximum output frequency (f vco) of the VCO phase
signal needed to detect one rising edge or falling edge within one sampling period.

A simple multi-bit quantization architecture is shown in Figure 3.6. A counter counts the maximum
2KCNTR−1 rising edges or falling edges of the VCO output phase in the multi-bit quantizer. Hence,
the minimum sampling frequency that can be used in the multi-phase with multi-bit quantization
architecture is given by                                                     

                                                         Fs ⩾
max(f vco)

2K CNTR−1
                                                                  (3.3)

where f vco represents the VCO oscillation frequency, and KCNTR is the counter word length.

A multi-phase  VCO-based  ADC  circuit  occupies  a  large  chip  area  and  increases  the  power
consumption  due to  an  increased  number  of  counters  and VCO phases  when compared to  the
single-phase  VCO-based  ADC  architecture.  The  presence  of  non-idealities  such  as  flip-flop
metastability, sampling clock jitter and VCO delay cell mismatches may degrade the VCO-based
ADC functionality.
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                            Figure 3.6. Multi-bit quantization architecture
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3.3 Voltage-controlled oscillator

The Voltage-Control Oscillator (VCO) is used to convert the voltage-domain analog signal into a
phase-domain signal, which is a time-based signal. In general, the VCO definition [6] is given as

                                             f vco = f 0+K vco Vcntrl( t )                                                                     (3.4)

where f o is the center oscillation frequency of the VCO, K vco represents the VCO gain and V cntrl(t)
denotes the input analog signal. The above equation 3.4 represents the input voltage to frequency
relationship of an ideal VCO and whose output frequency is proportional to the input signal voltage.
In addition, the time-domain of the VCO output phase is continuous and acts as a continuous time
voltage to phase integrator.

Tuning range

The VCO tuning gain as well a wide frequency tuning range are the main attributes of a typical
VCO design. From equation 3.4, an ideal VCO output frequency is a linear function of its input
voltage, which is illustrated in Figure 3.7. The tuning curve may not be linear in the practical VCO,
which  is  also  depicted  in  Figure 3.7.  The K vco nonlinearity of  VCO generates  the  higher  order
harmonics in the phase output. 

In Figure 3.7, v1 and v2  are represented as input control voltage limits. The tuning range defines the
difference between the f 1 and f 2 of the VCO output frequencies, and VCO gain (K vco) is defined as

                                                 Kvco ≥
f 2−f 1

v2−v1

Hz /V .                                                               (3.5)

In order to convert the input voltage to a time-based signal, a ring-oscillator can be used as a VCO.
In a multi-phase VCO-based ADC, the ring-oscillator can be designed by cascading the delay cells
to provide the multiple phases of the output signal. 
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3.4 Basic working principles 

The basic principle of a VCO-based ADC is associated with the VCO functionality as well the
quantization and sampling process of the time-domain signal from the VCO output. A nonlinear
behavioral frequency domain model of the VCO-based ADC  [5][7] is shown in  Figure 3.8. The
working principle of VCO-based ADC can be expressed by the following mathematical analysis
based on [5]. In general, the voltage-controlled oscillator generates a phase information signal from
a voltage-domain analog signal.

Let us assume that an N-stage ring-oscillator is an ideal linear VCO, and its input signal V cntrl(t) is a

sinusoidal signal with amplitude A and frequency Fin.

      Therefore,                       V cntrl(t ) = A cos (2 πf i n t).                                                              (3.6)

The input voltage to frequency transfer function of the ideal VCO can be expressed as 

                                             
ψ (u) = 2π (Kvco Vcntrl(t )+f c)

                                                         (3.7)

where K vco denotes the VCO gain and f c is the center frequency of the VCO. 

The  phase  signal Фt( t) from the  VCO  output  is  a  continuous  time-domain  signal  that  can  be
computed as the time integral of voltage to frequency transfer function, i.e.,

                                                       Фt( t) = ∫ψ(u )dt .                                                                 (3.8)

The VCO output phase in the k th sampling period can be expressed as 

                                     Фt [k ] = ∫
0

kTS

ψ (u)dt = ∫
0

kTS

2π (K vco V cntrl+ f c )dt .                                     (3.9) 
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                             Figure 3.8.  Working principle of an ideal VCO-based ADC
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The  output  phase  signal (Фt( t)) is  quantized  by 2 π/ NФ ,  where NΦ specifies  the  equi-distant  N
number of VCO phases. The resulting quantized phase signal Фq (t) is then sampled at a frequency
Fs=1 /T s to generate the sequence of discrete values (Фq [k ]). The digital output can be obtained by
the first  order  difference  of  this  sequence.  The digital  output  for  the  VCO-based ADC can be
expressed by the following equation [5],

                      y [ k ] =
NФ

2 π
(Фq [k ]−Фq [k−1]) =

NФ

2 π
(ΔФt [k ]− ΔФε [k ])                             (3.10)

where Фq[ k ], Фq[ k−1] are called the quantized VCO output phase in the k th sampling period, and
its preceding sampling period respectively. The term Δ is the symbol for the backward difference
operator.

The term ΔФt [k ] defines the VCO phase changes during the k th sampling period and can be 
computed as                                                                                                                                            

                          ΔФt [k ] = ∫
(K−1 )TS

KTS

ψ(u )dt = ∫
(K−1)TS

KTS

2π (Kvco Vcntrl+f c)dt .                                (3.11)

Therefore, the above equation 3.11 can be computed as 

                      ΔФt [k ] = 2πKvco A Tssinc(f i n Ts)cos (2π f i n(k Ts−
Ts

2
))+f c Ts .                      (3.12)

The above expression  infers  the  input  signal  amplitude  of  the  VCO in  phase-domain  within  a
sampling  period  to  be  a  sinc  function  of  the  input  signal  frequency (f i n) . In  addition,  the
sinc(f i n Ts) function is defined as sin(π f i n Ts)/(π f i n Ts). The second and higher order harmonics
in the phase output are attenuated by inherent sinc anti-alias filtering of the VCO.   

The quantization error Фε [k ] in the k th sample period is given by 

                                                  Фε[k ] = Фt[ k ]−Фq [k ] .                                                           (3.13)

Hence,  the  digital  output  for  the  VCO-based  ADC  within  the k th sampling  interval  can  be
approximated by the expression [9]

                             y [ k ] = NФ Ts K vcosinc (f i n Ts)Vcntrl(kTS−
TS

2
)+B+e[k ]                              (3.14)

where                                        
B = NФ f c Ts

                                                                                                                                   (3.15)

                                                                                  e [k ] = −
NФ

2 π
∇ Фε [k ] .                                                                                                               (3.16)
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3.4.1 First order noise-shaping

The first order noise-shaping property is the important aspect in the VCO-based ADC functionality,
which can be derived by analyzing the phase-domain signal with the time integration property. The
counter  receives  either  the  rising  or  the  falling  edges  of  the  VCO output  phase  signal.  As  an
example,  the counter quantizes the VCO phase by 2π / NФ as shown in Figure 3.9.  In brief,  the
counter counts the rising or falling edges of the VCO phase signal and quantizes the NФ phases by
2π .  The  quantization  and  sampling  process  of  the  phase-domain  signal  introduces  a  phase
truncation error. This phase error can also be referred to as quantization error or residue phase error.
This effect can be understood by examining the phase diagram as shown in Figure 3.9 that shows
Фε[k ] is  the  quantization  error  in  the k th sample  period  (sampling  interval  between kT s and
(k−1)Ts ). The quantization error (Фε[k−1]) in the previous sampling period becomes the initial
phase (Фi [k ]) of the next sampling period since the VCO output phase is continuous [7] [8]. The

total  quantization  error  in  the k th period  is  given  by Фε[k ]−Фε[k−1]. Furthermore,  this
quantization error is assumed to be white noise, and it will be first order shaped. 

Mathematically, the NФ -phase VCO-based ADC output can be described within the k th sampling
interval as 

                                             y [ k ] =
NФ

2 π
(Ф t [k ]+Фε [k−1]−Фε[k ]).                         (3.17)

  

Expressing the previous equation 3.17 with the Z-transform we obtain 
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     Figure 3.9. First-order noise-shaping property of the VCO-based ADC
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                                             Y (z) =
NФ

2 π
(Ψt (z)−(1−z−1

)Ψ ε(z )) .                                                                     (3.18)

From the above expression, we can notice that the noise transfer function (1−z−1)Ψε yields the first
order noise shaping of the quantization noise of the VCO-based ADC. The quantization noise can
be varied by the position of the sampling clock edges on the VCO output phase domain signal [8].

3.4.2 Quantizer resolution

An ideal VCO-based ADC resolution can be determined by the VCO tuning range together with the
total number of VCO phases and the  sampling frequency (Fs)  respectively. The VCO-based ADC
has prioritized the time-based signal resolution generated from the VCO output phase over the input
voltage-domain signal. The resolution for multi-phase VCO-based ADC that uses a counter as a
phase quantizer from [9] can be described as

                                                     MQ = log2

f tune

Fs

+ log2 NΦ                                                       (3.19)

where MQ gives the resolution of the VCO-based ADC and NΦ represents the number of total delay
cells in the VCO (ring-oscillator). 

The term f tune in equation 3.19 represents the VCO tuning range, which is defined by the difference
between the minimum and maximum output frequencies of the VCO. Thus,

                                                          f tune = f 2−f 1                                                                    (3.20)

where f1 and f2 are defined as the upper and lower limit of the VCO frequency, and MQ is given by

                                                     
MQ = log2(f 2−f 1)

NΦ

Fs

.
                                                       (3.21)

It can be seen that the MQ is determined by the VCO tuning range for a given sampling frequency

Fs.  The VCO tuning range f tune can assume the full scale of the VCO-based ADC to be digitized.
The resolution of the ADC can be improved by increasing the number of VCO phases in deep
submicron CMOS technologies. Note that, the VCO tuning range may decrease by increasing the
VCO phases (adding delay cells). 

3.5 Non-ideal effects of the VCO-based ADC

This section describes the impact of nonidealities such as the VCO nonlinearity, VCO delay cell
mismatches, sampling clock jitter and flip-flop metastability on the VCO-based ADC [8].
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3.5.1 VCO nonlinearity 

A VCO with nonlinearity in the required frequency range generates unwanted harmonics such as
spurs in the output frequency spectrum. This has an effect that is  critical to the VCO-based ADC
functionality, which degrades the SNDR, SFDR and overall ADC performance. Consider a case in
which a polynomial function for the nonlinear VCO transfer function is modeled as 

                       ψ (u) = 2π×(f o+Kvco V cntrl(t)+C2×V cntrl
2

( t)+C3×Vcntrl
3

( t ).........)                   (3.22)

where ψ (u) represents the voltage-to-frequency transfer function of the nonlinear VCO.

The phase-domain signal [8] due to the nonlinear behavior effect of the VCO can be expressed as 

                       Ф[k ]t , nl = ∫
(k−1)TS

kTS

2 π (Kvco V cntrl( t)+f o+C2 V cntrl
2 (t)+C3 V cntrl

3 (t) ......)dt                 (3.23)

where V cntrl(t)=A sin(2π f i n t ) .

The nonlinearity factor of a VCO [9] in the frequency tuning range at a particular voltage of the
input signal (Vcntrl) is identified as 

                   

                          nonlinearity (%)  = (3.24)

In  the  above  expression, f k is  called  the  ideal  VCO  output  frequency  and f k ' represents  the
nonlinear VCO output  frequency for an input DC voltage (i .e .,V cntrl=Vk). The presence of  the
VCO  nonlinearity  characteristics  limits  the  input  dynamic  range  of  the  ADC.  In  addition,  it
degrades the resolution and SNDR of the digital signal.  The VCO higher order  harmonics can be
minimized  by  a  small  input  signal  amplitude.  In  order  to  achieve  a  high  VCO  linearity,
compensation techniques could be used in the VCO-based ADC.

3.5.2 VCO phase noise 

Generally, a VCO is chosen to provide low phase noise and high tuning range. If noise is added to
the input signal, then the required VCO output frequency will vary.  The VCO output phase signal
will be affected due to the phase noise, which is modeled by applying a small amount of the input
referred noise in the VCO. The voltage to frequency transfer function (ψ (u)) of the VCO can be
represented as                             

                                          ψ (u)=2 π (Kvco Vcntrl( t )+ f o+Kvco Vn( t))                                            (3.25)

where V n( t) is the input noise source of the VCO.

Therefore, the input phase change due to noise sources of the VCO [7] can be expressed as
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                                      Фt , pn [ k] = ∫
(k−1)TS

kTS

2π (KVCO Vcntrl( t)+ f o+KVCO Vn( t))dt                       (3.26)

                                       Фt , pn [k ] = Ф t [k ]+ ∫
(k−1)TS

kTS

2 π(KVCO Vn( t))dt                                          (3.27)

                                       Фt , pn [ k] = Фt [k ]+Фpn [k Ts]−Фpn[(k−1)T s]                                    (3.28)

where Фpn [k ] is the phase noise from VCO output and Фt [k ] represents the VCO output phase 
progression during the k th sampling period and is expressed by 

                                            Фt [k ] = ∫
(k−1)TS

kTS

2 π(KVCO Vcntrl( t))dt .                                               (3.29)

The Z transform of above equation 3.28 is given by

                                         Фt , pn(z) = Ф t(z )+(z−1)Фpn(z) .                        (3.30)

The  above  expression  suggests  that  the  VCO  integration  within  the  sampling  clock  bounds
determines the first order noise shaping property of the quantization. The SNR of the VCO-based
ADC due to the VCO phase noise can be measured by using the output phase signal [8]. 

                Thus,                     SNRtpn = 10 log10

PΦ, t

PΦ, pn

.                                                                 (3.31)

3.5.3 Mismatch of VCO delay cells 

In practice, the delay cells are those of a ring-oscillator and generates rising and falling edges that
are  equally spread over  time.  Consider  a  case  where  a  mismatch  of  the  delay cells  causes  an
uncertainty in  their  propagation delay.  The mismatches  could  be  due to  device  size  variations,
supply voltage variations and temperature variations. As a result, the VCO-based quantizer includes
a phase error in the output due to these mismatches. This phase error is further sampled and first-
order shaped in the VCO-based ADC. The effect of VCO mismatches can possibly be prevented by
minimizing the number of delay cells.

3.5.4 Flip-flop metastability

In the context of VCO-based ADCs, the TDC is usually implemented with D Flip-Flops (DFFs) for
the  quantization  and  sampling  operations  on  the  VCO output  signal.  There  is  a  possibility  of
metastability problem due to setup and hold time violations in a flip-flop. The following example of
timing diagrams shown in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 have been used to describe metastability for
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a general D flip-flop circuit. In general, metastability occurs if the  input data does not meet the
setup time (Tsu) or hold time (Th) of the D flip-flop. In Figure 3.10, Tpcq is the propagation delay
and Tms represents the metastable window and Tpcq, max is denoted as the maximum tolerable clock to
Q output delay. Figure 3.11 shows that the input data is received by DFFs in the metastable window.
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                         Figure 3.11. The metastable window definition [7]
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The multi-bit quantization architecture uses the counter to quantize the VCO phase signal and then
D flip-flops (multi-bit registers) are used to sample the quantized phase signal. If the counter output
does not meet the setup or hold timings of the  D flip-flops then its output is  not stable in the
differentiation block. As a result, the differentiator generates the incorrect number of rising edges of
the phase signal during the flip-flop metastability. Therefore, the flip-flop metastability problem
may degrade  the  SNR of  the  VCO-based ADC.  An example  of  a  timing  diagram from [8]  is
illustrated in Figure 3.12 that shows the effect of D flip-flop metastability in a typical VCO-based
ADC. Figure 3.12 shows that the differentiator output is not stable at the rising edge of the sample
clock due to the flip-flop metastability problem.

3.5.5 Sampling clock jitter

The purpose of the clock signal is to sample the phase-domain continuous time signal in a VCO-
based ADC design.  The sampling clock is  usually periodic with a fixed period.  However,  it is
necessary  to  investigate  how  sampling  clock  deviations  may  influence  the  VCO-based  ADC
performance.  Consider  a  case  where  jitter  is  present  on  the  sampling  clock.  In  addition,  the
sampling  clock jitter  could  be  divided into  absolute  jitter  and  period  jitter,  respectively.  In  an
example, illustrated in Figure 3.13, a timing diagram is used to show the effect of the sampling
clock jitter in the VCO-based ADC design. 

In Figure 3.13, Taj [k ] represents the absolute error which gives the time difference in the position of
the k th edge between the ideal clock and sample clock with jitter. The term Tpj[ k ] corresponds to the
period jitter, and it denotes the time difference between the k th period of the  ideal and the sample
clock with jitter. The VCO phase change within a sampling clock period can be quantified as 

                                                          Фt [k ]= ∫
kTS

(k+1)TS

ψ (u )dt.                                                         (3.32)
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               Figure 3.12. Effect of flip-flop metastability [8]
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The above equation defines the sampling clock without jitter in the k th period of the VCO  phase
output,  where ψ (u)=2π(K vco Vcntrl+f 0) is  the  voltage  to  frequency  conversion  function  of  the
VCO. The sampling clock with jitter for the VCO phase-domain input signal [8] can be written as 

                                                Фt , sj[k ]= ∫
kTS+T aj[ k ]

(k+1 )TS+T aj[k+1]

ψ (u)dt                                                      (3.33)

                                 Фt , sj[k ]= ∫
(k )TS+T aj[k ]

(k+1 )TS+T aj[k+1]

2 π(K vco Vcntrl+ f 0)dt .                                                (3.34)

where Фt , sj[k ] represents the phase of the VCO due to the sampling clock jitter.

The  above  equation  shows that  the  uncertainty  in  the  sampling  clock  signal  may degrade  the
performance of the VCO-based ADC circuit.
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         Figure 3.13. Timing diagram of sampling clocks with and without jitter
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4 Design

This chapter briefly describes the VCO-based ADC that was designed as a part of this thesis work.
The design has been defined in an HDL description with Mentor Graphics-ModelSim tool. The
ADC was implemented using digital synthesis  tools. In addition,  the design was carried out on
schematic and layout level. The implementation of the ADC design using digital tools is presented
in Chapter 6. 

4.1 The architecture

A multi-phase VCO and multi-bit quantization architecture has been chosen for this VCO-based
ADC design. A single ended 13-stage ring-oscillator offers design programmability and is used as a
digital VCO. The corresponding phases of a multi-bit quantizer together with the adder block are
defined as the TDC architecture.  The multi-bit  quantizer sub-block has a counter and sampling
block together with the differentiator. A 4-bit quantizer has been chosen in this TDC architecture,
which  has  fully  digital  and simple  logic  gates.  A pipelining  register  is  introduced between the
subtraction circuit and the adder block to reduce the propagation delay in the signal paths. The
digital VCO and the TDC architectures are used to implement the VCO-based ADC that is shown in
Figure 4.1. The ring-oscillator converts an analog signal into 13 time-based phases. The time-based
signal will  then be processed by a 4-bit  quantization architecture.  The digital  code sequence is
generated by summing all the values from the output of the 4-bit quantization stages. The power
supplies are different for the VCO and TDC blocks since the VCO directly receives the analog
signal.  On  the  other  hand,  the  TDC architecture  needs  a  constant  power  supply.  The  TDC is
generally referred to as the digital logic section of the VCO-based ADC. 
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                                   Figure 4.1. Implemented VCO-based ADC architecture
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4.2 Ring-oscillator as a VCO

According to the thesis requirements, the synthesis should use a fully digital ring-oscillator as a
VCO. Moreover, each delay cell in the ring-oscillator appears as a simple CMOS inverter. The VCO
oscillation frequency is varied by controlling its voltage supply. Therefore, its output frequency and
tuning range is the function of control voltage and delay cell geometrical dimensions. 
 

Fvco vs. Vcntrl tuning curve

The frequency tuning range and linear behavior are important concerns of VCO-based ADC design.
The ring-oscillator output frequency stability is affected by many factors including power supply
variations,  process  parameter  variations,  and  temperature.  The  VCO  linear  behavior  can  be
determined by plotting the tuning characteristics, which is shown in Figure 4.2. The tuning curve
shows that the voltage to frequency conversion is nonlinear for the 0.4 to 1.4 V voltage range.
Hence, the VCO nonlinear characteristics generate the high order harmonics and typically degrade
the VCO-based ADC performance. The VCO tuning range has been plotted between voltages 0.65
to 1.35 V and the frequency tuning range between 102.8 and 1037 MHz. The implemented VCO
gain can be calculated using 

                                  K vco ≥
F2−F1

V1−V2

=
1.037 G−102.8 M

1.35−0.65
= 1.334 GHz / V.                       (4.1)

The VCO linearity in this selected frequency span of 102.8 to 1037 MHz improves by limiting the
input voltage to 0.65 to 1.35 V input voltage.
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             Figure 4.2. VCO tuning characteristics 
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4.3 Counter design

A 4-bit  synchronous  upcounter  is  implemented  in  the  multi-bit  quantization  block  to  obtain  a
maximum of 16 states (e.g., 2K CNTR=16 , and KCNTR=4 ). The counter counts the rising events on the
VCO output phase signal and produces the output from 0 to 15. The external reset pulse is used to
reset the counter operation in the designed VCO-based ADC.

4.4 Differentiator

The function of the differentiator block is illustrated in Figure 4.3 that consists of a combination of
two 4-bit registers and one differentiator. The first register represents the sampling register, which
captures the counter output at a rising edge of the sampling clock. The input to the second register is
the output of the first register at the next rising edge of that sampling clock. Therefore, the number
of  VCO  phase  rising  edges  in  one  sample  clock  period  is  the  difference  between  these  two
consecutive samples. The count value in the sampling period should not overflow since the ADC
output will be erroneous. This leads to that a number of VCO rising edges in one sampling clock
period should be equal or less than 2KCNTR−1 at maximum VCO output frequency, which is the lower
limit on sampling frequency of the VCO-based ADC design. The minimum sampling frequency can
be expressed as 

                                                              Fs ⩾
max(f vco)

2K CNTR−1
                                                             (4.2)

where max (f vco) is the highest possible ring-oscillator output frequency. 

The  upper  limit  on  the  sampling  frequency  is  given  as  the  frequency  at  which  any  of  the
differentiator stages in the VCO-based ADC design are not able to capture a single rising edge
within  one  sampling  interval  at  the  minimum  ring-oscillator  output  frequency.  This  can  be
expressed as

                                              2 NΦ min (f vco) ⩾ Fs ⩾
max(f vco)

2(K CNTR)−1
                                             (4.3)

where min (f vco) is  the  lowest  possible  ring-oscillator output  frequency  and N Φ represents  the
number of VCO phases.
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              Figure 4.3. The differentiator circuit
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4.5 Adder array

The adder array sums all the 13 stages of the 4-bit quantizer output values, and produces an 8-bit
corresponding  binary  output.  There  is  an  advantage  in  using  the  synthesis  tool  in  that  it
automatically picks an optimized minimum delay structure for an arithmetic expression in the HDL.
According to the design constraints, the synthesis tool generates an area-efficient adder array. The
arithmetic  expression  describes  the  merging  of  4-bit  cascaded  adders.  An  8-bit  adder  tree  is
depicted in Figure 4.4. The tool uses temporary registers to store the intermediate results during the
addition  operation.  In  addition,  it  determines  an  N-bit  dummy  variable  for  rearranging  the
arithmetic operators for the cascaded adder tree.

                              Z [7:0] <= D0 [3:0]+ D1 [3:0] + D2 [3:0] + D3 [3:0]…..... D12 [3:0]                  (4.4)
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         Figure 4.4. The cascaded adders structure
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5 Simulation results

This section presents the simulation results of the VCO-based ADC implemented on the transistor
level.  The  Cadence  Spectre  simulator  has  been  used  in  this  thesis  work  for  the  circuit  level
simulations. The VCO-based ADC circuit schematic simulations are taking long time so, since the
time is limited, only the basic functional verification is considered. In order to verify the designed
ADC performance, dynamic testing has been chosen for a sinusoidal input signal. 

5.1 Test bench setup 
The  synthesized  Verilog  netlists  of  the  VCO  and  TDC  were  translated  into  a  transistor  level
schematic design in the Cadence ADE tool. The obtained schematic circuits are fully digital and
employ a common power supply. In addition, the schematic circuits from obtained Verilog netlist
have vdd, vdds power supplies for PMOS and gnd, gnds for NMOS. Intuitively, these two blocks of
CDF parameters (global nets) are changed into user assigned parameters since the ring-oscillator
receives an analog signal. In this circuit, the substrate bias voltage terminals (PMOS bulk, NMOS
bulk) of standard cells are connected to the power supply, which implies a common power supply
for both PMOS bulk and  vdd  terminal. The following commands have been used to replace the
global nets into local values for the ring-oscillator and TDC schematic design. In this step a new
schematic is created and added the VCO symbol from the VCO library to replace the global nets,
i.e., vdd, vdds to vdd_R and vdd_R.

• Edit Object Properties -> show system, user, CDF of the VCO symbol 
• Add -> add Property -> Type -> Netset 
• Replace the properties of global nets are shown below,  

               Name: vdds  Value: vdd_R 
              Name: gnds Value: gnd_R 
             Name  vdd   Value: vdd_R 
            Name: gnd Value: gnd_R 

Hence, the ring-oscillator uses the vdd_R as an input analog signal supply pin, gnd_R is the ground,
whereas vdd_C, gnd_C are used to provide a constant power supply for the TDC in the VCO-based
ADC circuit.  A test bench setup for the VCO-based ADC is shown in Figure 5.1. The test bench
has two blocks: the first is the VCO_ADC_Top block and daisy is a Cadence text file writer. The
VCO_ADC_Top  block  consists  of  combination  of  both  the  ring-oscillator  and  TDC (multi-bit
quantization of the phases and adder block). The TDC schematic circuit is referred to as the digital
logic section of the ADC and it operates at a constant power supply (e.g., 1 V). The Cadence file
writer  collects  the digital  output sequence at  every rising edge of the sampling clock from the
VCO_ADC_Top  block.  Furthermore,  the  obtained  data  was  processed  in  Matlab  for  dynamic
performance analysis.
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5.1.1 FFT testing 

Coherent sampling is a property of the input signal frequency. Coherent sampling describes the
relationship  between  the  sampling  frequency  of  an  ADC,  analog  input  signal  frequency  (e.g.,
sinusoidal signal) and the integer number of sinusoidal cycles in the sampling window. The desired
coherent sampling of the input signal can be calculated as

                                                                 NCycles

N samples

=
Fi

Fs

                                                              (5.1)

where NCycles defines the integer number of sinusoidal cycles within the sampling window, Nsamples

represents the number of data points captured in the time-domain digital signal for plotting in the
sampling window, Fs is the sampling frequency for ADC, and F i denotes the input signal frequency. 
 
Coherent sampling of an input signal is one of the most useful ways of creating an input signal to
ADCs.  The  FFT computes  the frequency-domain output  digital  signal,  which  yields  the  power
spectrum plot.  It  is  important  to  minimize  the  spectral  leakages  in  the  FFT plot.  The spectral
leakage  is  the  energy  of  frequency  components  of  the  input  signal  spread  across  the  adjacent
frequency  components.  The  integer  number NCycles could  be  a  prime  number  to  minimize  the
frequency spectral leakages. The advantage of using coherent sampling in the VCO-based ADC is
that it evaluates the dynamic performance accurately by minimizing  the  spectral leakages in the
PSD plot.
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                     Figure 5.1. Test bench for VCO-based ADC simulations
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Using  the  above  equation  5.1,  several  simulations  have  been  done  to  evaluate  the  dynamic
performance of the implemented circuit by applying a coherently sampled signal at different DC
levels.  The  dynamic  performance  of  the  implemented  VCO-based  ADC circuit  is  affected  by
flip-flop metastability. In order to achieve a high SNDR, the circuit simulations have been done at
low sampling frequencies since the low sampling frequency will  lead to a very low amount of
flip-flop  metastability  in  the  circuit.  A  1024-data  point  FFT  test  of  the  VCO-based  ADC  is
evaluated at 100 MHz sampling frequency by applying a sinusoidal signal frequency at 4.98 MHz.
The time-domain waveform of the output digital signal is shown in Figure 5.2.

The circuit performance is evaluated with respect to the flip-flop metastability problem at a 100
MHz sampling frequency. Hence, the applied sampling frequency yields that the VCO-based ADC
bandwidth is about 50 MHz by Fs / 2 .  The power spectrum of the simulated circuit is shown in
Figure 5.3. It can be seen that test tone (input signal) with an amplitude of -22 dB at 4.98 MHz
frequency and the strong harmonic (2nd harmonic) appears at 10 MHz frequency in the PSD plot due
to the VCO nonlinear behavior. As a result, the SFDR is lower than the SNR of the implemented
VCO-based ADC. The dynamic performance of the simulated ADC circuit results is summarized in
Table 5.1. 
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     Figure 5.2. Simulated VCO-based ADC digital output in time domain
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                                 Table 5.1. VCO-based ADC performance summary

    Parameter         Value

Technology   STM 65 nm

Input signal   4.98 MHz, 0.5 Vp-p

Bandwidth   50 MHz

Sampling frequency   100  MHz

SNDR   25.40 dB

SFDR   29.70 dB

SNR   30.59 dB

ENOB   3.92 bits

THD  -27.66 dB

FOM   414.2 fJ/conversion step

              

Another  important  factor  in  the  implemented  ADC circuit  performance evaluation  is  the  noise
shaping property that was depicted in Figure 5.4. It is shown that the quantization noise is shaped
20 dB per decade (noise power is added at higher frequencies).  In practice, a digital filter can be
used to remove this noise power at high frequencies. 
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            Figure 5.3. Simulated VCO-based ADC PSD plot 
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5.2 Flip-flop metastability

The implemented VCO-based ADC circuit shows the flip-flop metastability problem during the
sampling of the digital signals. It is for instance observed at a sampling frequency 333 MHz by
applying a 0.5 Vp-p amplitude, 4.98 MHz sinusoidal input signal. An example of timing waveform
referred to the flip-flop metastability is shown in Figure 5.5. The 4-bit register captures the digital
word 14 (1110) instead of 15 (1111) from the corresponding 4-bit counter output at 527 ns. Hence,
the  output  value  of  the  4-bit  differentiator  from  two  consequent  sampled  values  produces  an
incorrect digital word. In addition, the incorrect digital word appears as a spike in the digital signal,
and is plotted in the differentiator output timing diagram (Figure 5.6). This spike in the digital
signal will diminish the noise shaping property and limit the SNDR of the VCO-based ADC. A
moving  average  filter  is  required  for  the  digital  signal  in  order  to  improve  the  noise-shaping
property and SNDR. The moving average filter removes the data fluctuations and shapes the data
word variations in the digital signal.
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 Figure 5.4. VCO-based ADC PSD plot with noise-shaping property
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Figure 5.6. Error in the differentiator output due to flip-flop metastability

                Figure 5.5. Flip-flop metastability in the implemented VCO-based ADC
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5.3 Power consumption

The  average  power  consumption  was  estimated  from  transistor  level  circuit  simulations.  As
mentioned  in  the  previous  section  5.1.1,  the  VCO-based  ADC circuit  has  two different  power
supplies  (i.e.,  multi-phase  VCO  and  TDC).  The  total  average  current  consumption  of  the
VCO-based ADC circuit is calculated by applying a full swing input sinusoidal signal frequency of
about 5 MHz for 200 ns.  Table 5.2 shows that the approximate average power consumption of the
entire circuit is about 630 μW at 1.0 V power supply. Figure 5.7 shows that the current consumption
of the ADC blocks drawn from the power supply. 

                                                    Table 5.2. ADC Power consumption

Average power 
consumption

VCO 32 μW

TDC 598 μW
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           Figure 5.7. Current consumption plots for VCO-based ADC 
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5.3.1 Figure-of-merit 

The Figure-of-merit  (FOM) is used to characterize the performance of ADC in terms of power
conversion per sample. The FOM of the ADC is defined as 

                                   FOM =
Power

Fs×2ENOB
(fJ /conversion step)                                                 (5.2)

where Power defines the average power consumption of the designed VCO-based ADC circuit and
Fs represents the sampling frequency. Thus, 

                         FOM =
630.54μ

100×106
×23.9280 = 414 (fJ /conversionstep) .                                 (5.3)
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6 Design flow 

This  chapter  aims  to  provide  step-by-step  information  over  the  process  of  VCO-based  ADC
implementation using digital tools in Institutionen för Systemteknik (ISY) at Linköping University.
This chapter includes the layout generation and mapping of the GDSII file of the ADC. In general,
the synthesis refers to the process of translating an HDL design into an optimized gate-level netlist
mapped to a target CMOS process technology library.  The intention of the digital  IC synthesis
process for ADC design is to reduce the time and manual effort. A simple synthesis overview is
shown in Table 6.1. The following sections illustrate a detailed description of the synthesis process
for VCO-based ADC design. This chapter based on by references [10] to [15].

6.1 ADC design flow

A general hierarchical digital IC design has been considered for implementing the ADC. The entire
thesis  workflow  is  depicted  in  Figure  6.1.  The  specified  VCO-based  ADC  architecture  was
decomposed into two blocks: VCO and TDC block (a chain topology of multi-bit quantization sub-
blocks for the corresponding VCO output phases and the adder). A ring-oscillator is used as VCO.
The TDC block is divided into individual smaller blocks (e.g., Counter, DFFs and Subtractor). The
synthesis has been done separately for the ring-oscillator and the rest of the VCO-based ADC block,
since  their  power  supplies  are  different  (e.g.,  the  VCO requires  an  analog  signal  instead  of  a
constant power supply). After that, these netlist files were imported into Cadence ADE for transistor
level circuit simulations. Furthermore, the VCO and the rest of the ADC layouts were generated
with an automatic place and route tool. For this purpose, Cadence SOC Encounter is a powerful
synthesis tool, which is used to generate the fully automated layout from the Verilog netlist file. The
output files from the place and route tool are imported in Cadence ADE for post layout simulations
and  final  layout  include  chips  pads.  Mentor-Graphics  Calibre  is  used  to  verify  the  physical
verification and circuit verification (e.g., layout vs. schematic and electrical rule checking) of the
design. 

6.2 Synthesis flow

The purpose of the synthesis is to implement the VCO-based ADC design with the digital tools by
using STM 65 nm LPSVT CMOS process technology. The advantage of standard cells provided
with this  LPSVT library allows a design with low power and wide range of operating conditions
such as a DC supply voltage from 0.9 to 1.35 V and a temperature from -40 to +125 °C. The design
constraints in the synthesis flow that affect the trade-off between timing (e.g., propagation delay of
circuits),  power consumption and area of the VCO-based ADC. A flexible  set  of the Synopsys
Design-Compiler commands have been followed for optimization of the VCO-based ADC design as
reported in Table 6.1. 
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              Figure 6.1. Flow-chart for VCO-based ADC design flow
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                                         Table 6.1. Synthesis flow summary 

   Function        Description

HDL Files .v/VHDL

Technology library 
specification

Link library CORE65LPSVT_nom_1.30V_105C.db

Target library CORE65LPSVT_nom_1.30V_105C.db

Symbol library CORE65LPSVT.sdb

Read design Analyze HDL design

Elaborate HDL design

Design constraints Clock 
specification

1 ns time period

Area 0

Power  

Fanout

Capacitance

Design environment 
constraints 

Load

Wire load model area_3Kto4K 

Input/output 
delay

Operating 
conditions

Temp: 105.00 
Voltage: 1.3

Compile

Optimization

Analysis & report Report area, power, timing etc.

Database format .V, .ddc, .sdc, .sdf

6.3 HDL implementation 

The HDL implementation is  the  first  step in  this  thesis  work.  The VCO-based ADC design  is
modeled using Verilog in the ModelSim compiler. The given architecture was divided into smaller
modules to make the circuit simple. It is not possible to do behavioral level ADC simulations in the
ModelSim since the VCO is a free running frequency oscillator. Moreover, the VCO receives an
analog signal that is not supported with the ModelSim simulator. 

6.4 Design compiler initialization

Synopsys provides the setup files for setting up the tool in the current environment, specifying the
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technology  files  as  well  as  design  parameters.  An  example  of  the  setup  file  is  named
.synopsys_dc.setup that was copied into the working or home directory. Either the GUI (Graphical
User Interface) or TCL (Tool Command Language) is used to interface the Design-Compiler (DC)
and most of this section describes the GUI environment utilization for optimizing gate-level netlist.
Another approach uses the TCL environment of the DC that can be accomplished by providing
consequent dc_shell commands in the console window, which are available through menu-> help->
mainpages tab in the main window. The following information is for specifying CMOS technology
files in the DC setup file and in the GUI. 

6.4.1 Libraries specification

The following libraries are required to guide the design compiler to build a circuit from an HDL
description.

Search_path:  The design compiler searches the specified libraries in this location if it does not
find a suitable standard cell in the target libraries. 

Target_library:  The design compiler  needs a main target  library,  which contains  a list  of all
standard cells. These standard cells are mapped to a specific technology library. 

                                            Ex: CORE65LPSVT_bc_1.30V_105C.db

Link_library: All standard cells design in this library is considered as a reference, and the link
command connects the link library to the current design.

                                           Ex: CORE65LPSVT_bc_1.30V_105C.db 

Symbol_library:  This library provides schematic symbols of all the  standard cells to the target
library (specified technology library). The DC uses this symbol library to provide the schematic of
the designed ADC.  

                                           Ex: CORE65LPSVT.sdb 

File -> Setup: is a GUI command shown in Figure 6.2 to specify the technology libraries. 
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Figure 6.2. Technology libraries specification in DC GUI
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6.4.2 Analyze and elaborate design

The design  compiler  do  not  support  all  logical  functions  and arithmetic  operators  in  the  HDL
design. Due to this reason the GUI window may crash for some instances. The following sequential
DC GUI commands are used to analyze whether the HDL design is synthesizable or not.

File -> Analyze -> Select Add 

File -> Elaborate

The  Analyze  command analyzes  all  the  sub-blocks  and top-level  blocks  of  the  HDL design  in
ascending order, which is shown in Figure 6.3 as an example. Consequently, the elaborate command
checks the syntax of all the design source files for any errors and unsupported functions before
creating generic a Verilog schematic design. It will show if there are any warnings or errors in the
design. The synthesis will not work if the design has any warnings or errors. Additionally, it will
display a message for all the registers that were utilized in the current design. The command makes
it easy to find any missing registers or logic functions. This step is referred as pre-synthesis of the
HDL design.

Read file:  This command refers to read the HDL design files instead of Analyze and Elaborate 
commands.

File -> Read design is used to read the HDL design or the Verilog netlist file.

Link design:  The current design including its hierarchy logic connects to the referenced library
(target library) standard cells and sub-designs through the link design command.

File -> Link 

After  this  command,  DC  translates  the  HDL  description  to  a  schematic  design.  Extracted
components in the schematic design are not mapped to a specific technology before the compile and
optimization operations. The generic technology library (GTECH) contains a list of components
and  logic  gates  that  supports  hierarchical  HDL logic,  which  is  an  independent  library  in  the
compiler tool. 
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            Figure 6.3. HDL files setup
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6.4.3 Design constraints

Area, power and timing are the most common constraints for any design, which are tabulated in
Table 6.2. Setting these constraints in the GUI window for the VCO (ring-oscillator) is shown in
Figure 6.4. The design compiler tool attempts to evaluate the design within specified constraint
values. This means that the synthesis tries to meet the design specifications (e.g., power, area) less-
than or equal values. The compiler searches the right component (standard cell) with the lowest
possible area, low power consumption, and high speed from the specified standard cell library.

Create clock: In this step signal paths are constrained by creating a clock in the design and the
timing constraints as clock sources. It is necessary to assign the operating frequency of the design
with the specify clock command. Set “don’t touch network” command with the clock source to meet
the timing constrains without buffers on the nets and cell signals. It also assigns the cells should not
be modified during optimization. Figure 6.5 shows the clock specification for the VCO to operate at
1 GHz frequency.

Attributes -> Specify clock is the command for setting the clock signal in the design. 

Attributes -> optimization constraints -> Design Constraints for setting the design constraints.

                                    Table 6.2. Summary of major optimization constraints

Design rule
constraints

        Type  Value            Description

Maximum area     0 minimum area for entire design

Max dynamic power maximum dynamic power for entire design

Max leakage power maximum total leakage power for entire design

Max total power maximum total power for entire design

Optimization
constraints

Maximum transition transition time for nets, clock signal and input ports

Maximum fanout maximum number of input loads for buffers at the 
input/output ports
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   Figure 6.4. Design constraints specification for VCO
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6.4.4 Design environment 

The design environment restrictions tell the design compiler tool in which environment (operating
conditions  and  system  interface  requirements)  the  circuit  is  expected  to  operate.  The  main
environment constraints include operating conditions and wire load models.   

Input delay and output delay: Use  the  following commands  to  specify the  certain  timing
information (e.g.,  propagation delay) on input and output signal paths with respect to the clock
signal in the design.

Attributes -> Operating Environment -> Input Delay

Attributes -> Operating Environment -> Output Delay 

Wire load: This  gives  an option  for  the circuit  designer  to  select  the required wire load  and
analyze the effects  of different  wire load models (resistance and capacitance variations)  on the
circuit performance. Wire load models provided from technology library are shown in Figure 6.6.  

Attributes -> Operating Environment -> Wire Load is the command to select the wire load for the
design.

Operating  conditions:  The  design  could  be  analyzed  in  different  operating  conditions.  The
circuit  performance can be determined with minimum to maximum cases in temperature,  input
supply voltage, and CMOS process variations. For example, the circuit performances with different
temperature ranges, wire load, wc_CMOS (worst case), bc_CMOS (best case) process, and supply
voltage  range can  be  chosen in  the  design  compiler.  The  GUI command is  shown below and
window for setting the operating conditions for the circuit is shown in Figure 6.7.

Attributes -> Operating Environment -> Operating Conditions                            
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             Figure 6.5. Clock signal specification
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Driving cell: In general, the standard cells have different setup and hold timings, so this command
adds a driving cell between sub-blocks that helps to meet these time requirements and limits the
time difference. 

Attributes -> Operating Environment -> Drive cell

Loads  on  Input  and  Output  ports:  This  command  sets  the  load  capacitance  value  and
transition time for input and output ports that connect to the chip pads. 

Attributes -> Operating Environment -> Load

Compile: Checks the design before compiling for any multi-connected ports of input sources or
any inconsistencies. The architecture can be compiled using either top-down or bottom-up or mixed
compile options. After giving the compile command, a block level schematic view of the current
design  with  specified  library  standard  cells  can  be  displayed  using  “Create  Design  Schematic
option”.  The design check and compile commands from GUI menu are listed below. 

Design -> Check    

Design -> Compile 
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                 Figure 6.6. Selecting wire load

                 Figure 6.7. Setting operating conditions
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6.4.5 Optimize design

The optimization step in the synthesis process attempts to meet the design goals and the correct
functionality. This process is repeated if the HDL design is not able to map the gate-level netlist
according to  circuit  functionality.  In  general  the optimization  process  includes  the  architectural
(e.g.,  reordering  operators),  logic-level  (e.g.,  structuring)  and  gate-level  (e.g.,  mapping,  delay)
optimization. The current design optimization is performed by “Design -> Compile” command.

Design reports: The design compiler tool provides various reports after optimizing the gate-level
netlist of the HDL design. The reports are essential to compare the various synthesis results of the
design and to ensure the accurate design. In addition, it ensures correctness of the circuit design
function.  Some equivalent commands are shown below to analyze the design on the total  area,
power consumption, and circuit timing.

Design -> Report Design 

Design -> Report Area

Design -> Report Power 

Design -> Report Timing Paths 

6.4.6 Database

More design and environmental constraints can be chosen for the synthesis process to provide the
ADC  efficient  performance  and  precise  timing  on  signal  paths.  However,  a  straightforward
synthesis procedure has been followed here to implement the functionality of the VCO-based ADC.
Through this synthesis, the Verilog netlist file was generated from the Synopsys Design-Compiler
that contains information about the entire circuit schematic level design connectivity. The obtained
netlist  file  was  imported  into  Cadence  Virtuoso  ADE for  transistor  level  simulations  and final
layout. 

DDC: Synopsys internal database format is listed below, 

File -> save as -> File name -> Format -> ddc or DC shell command “write -hierarchy -format 
ddc VCO_ADC_Top” is used to save the Synopsys GUI design format.

Verilog/VHDL (netlist):

File -> save as -> File name -> Format -> Verilog/VHDL or “write -hierarchy -format verilog 
-output /edu/sripa601/ADC_Top/VCO_ADC_Top_nl_6.v” is the command to write the Verilog 
netlist of the HDL design.

Moreover,  .sdc  file gives information about timing constraints (input-output delay, drive strength)
for the place and route tool. The commands are listed below to write .sdc file of the design.

SDC (Synopsys Delay constraints): write_sdc -nosplit VCO_ADC_Top.sdc 

SDF (standard Delay Format):write_sdf -version 2.1 VCO_ADC_Top.sdf 
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6.5 Place & route for VCO-based ADC

This section presents the design flow for performing automatic place and route with the Cadence
SOC Encounter  tool.  Most  of  the  commands  were  described in  Cadence  SOC Encounter  GUI
interface for converting Verilog netlist file into layout and final GDSII file mapping. The design
flow is shown in Figure 6.8 that shows the steps have been involved in the process of automatic
layout generation with the Cadence SOC Encounter. 
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                Figure 6.8. SOC Encounter physical design flow chart [15]
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6.5.1 Design import

Design import is the first step in the place and route process. It requires the technology database,
which is listed in Table 6.3.

                                                    Table 6.3. Database to import in Encounter

Library Physical library (.lef)

Timing information library (.lib)

User data base Gate-level Verilog netlist

SDC constraints (.sdc)

IO pads, corner pads (.IO)

Importing  the  Verilog  netlist  file  into  the  design  import  window needs  the  technology library
exchange format files, which are summarized in Table 6.4. Instead of a .tlf  file, the current design
uses the minimum and maximum timing libraries for setting up timing information for the design.
In general, analog blocks can have the same power supplies for both substrates and power supply
terminals. The power information (i.e., global nets-vdd, gnd) of the current design is written in the
configuration  file  (.conf),  which  is  created  from  the  design  import  window  after  setting  the
technology files and Verilog netlist file. 

File -> Import design  is the GUI command to open the design import window to import the 
database. 
Save -> Config  creates the configuration file (.conf) from the design import window.

Moreover, the configure file can be reloaded from the design import window to specify the power
planning  of  the  core.  An  example  of  the  configuration  file  for  the  VCO-based  ADC block  is
attached in the appendix. 

                              Table 6.4. Technology files database to be imported in Encounter

LEF files Technology process cmos065_7m4x0y2z_AP_Worst.lef

Standard cells and IP blocks layouts CORE65LPSVT_soc.lef 

Filler cells PRHS65_soc.lef

Timing libraries (delays)

 

Min-best case time analysis library CORE65LPSVT_bc_1.30V_105C.lib

Max-worst case time analysis library CORE65LPSVT_wc_1.15V_125C_10y.lib

6.5.2 Floorplan 

The floorplan determines the entire core size by adjusting the aspect ratio (core height/width). It is
possible  to provide chip Input-Output  (IO) pads orientation.  The floorplan specification for the
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current VCO-based ADC (TDC block) is shown in Figure 6.9 and the corresponding command is
shown below. The core to IO Boundary is specified by 4 microns for routing global nets around the
core. 

Floorplan -> Specify Floorplan

6.5.3 Power planning 

The power structure is created for the ADC core through the following power planning commands.

Power -> Power Planning -> Add Ring -> Advanced: 

Power -> Connect Global Nets -> vdd/gnd pin names 

                                                   -> vdd Tie High to global net vdd 

                                                   -> gnd Tie Low to global net gnd 

Here, vdd and gnd labels are representing the inner ring and outer ring power supply of the core.

Power -> Power Planning -> Add Ring: This command is used for routing the power supply of the
entire core with specified global nets in the design. Furthermore, it is necessary to set the directions
of power strips to connect IO pads of the chip and the power strip extension is shown in Figure
6.10.

Power -> Power Planning -> Add Ring -> Advanced:

Power  ->  Power  Planning  ->  Add  Stripes: Optional  power  stripes  in  vertical  and  horizontal
directions across the core.
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 Figure 6.9. Floorplan specification of the ADC
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6.5.4 Substrate bias planning

There are two ways for power distribution to the PMOS and NMOS substrates of the standard cells.
The first method is to add a Well-Tap (body-bias cell) to the standard cells in the core. The second
method is to use In-Cell taps that are standard cells having vddbias and vssbias pins. In addition do
the In-Cell tap standard cells not require any body-bias cells in the core. In practice, each standard
cell row of the layout should have at least one body-bias cell to provide the vddbias to n-well (i.e.,
PMOS bulk) and  vssbias to p-sub (i.e., NMOS bulk) respectively [13]. The specified technology
library (STM 65 nm) provides two types of body-bias cells, which are used to connect automatically
between standard cells substrate and global nets such as vdd and gnd of core. These body-bias cells
are the following. 

• No-split power substrate straps: same power supply is used both vdd, vddbias (PMOS bulk).

                                    Ex.   HS65_LS_FILLERNPWPFP3/4 

• Split power substrate straps: separate power supply is used both vdd, vddbias (PMOS bulk). 

                                    Ex.  HS65_LS_FILLERSNPWPFP3/4 

As per design specification, HS65_LS_FILLERNPWPFP3/4 has filled in each standard cell row of
the core. An example of this substrate bias planning is shown in Figure 6.11 that shows how these
cells are placed at the starting and ending point of each standard cell row of the core. 

Place> Physical Cell > Add Well Tap Instances is a step to add these cells in the core.
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  Figure 6.10. Power planning around the core
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6.5.5 Power grid

Route  -> Special Route command purpose is to align all the standard cell power supply pins to
global nets through the power stripes. 

 file -> save design VCO_ADC_Top.enc command for saving the design in .enc format.

6.5.6 Placing standard cells

This step is used to place all the required standard cells and sub-blocks according to the Verilog 
netlist connectivity. 

Place -> Place Standard Cells -> Mode -> check Run Timing Driven Placement -> Ok command 
from the menubar for placing standard cells and next command is Place -> Check Placement to 
verify the design placement.

6.5.7 Optimization 

The most important is the optimization process that helps to ensure proper transition times, reduce 
capacitance violations and reduce signal path delays in the design. 

Optimize ->Optimize Design ->Pre-CTS is the command for pre clock tree synthesis of the design
and the optimization window is shown in Figure 6.12. 
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Figure 6.11. Insertion of body-bias cells at the core row end points
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The critical path in the design is called worst negative slack (WNS). It is obvious that the critical
path of the design should be a positive value. Otherwise, it shows that the design does not meet the
timing constraints. An example of the pre-optimization summary for the VCO-based ADC is shown
in Table 6.5.

                Table 6.5. Pre-CTS optimized summary for TDC in the VCO-based ADC

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                 optDesign Summary                             
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    Setup mode            all           reg2reg     in2reg    reg2out   in2out     clkgate 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  WNS (ns)                0.020        0.020         N/A        N/A        N/A         N/A 
  TNS (ns)                  0.000       0.000         N/A         N/A        N/A        N/A 
   Violating Paths         0                0            N/A         N/A        N/A        N/A
   All Paths                 104          104            N/A         N/A        N/A        N/A
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Density: 95.159% 
Routing Overflow: 0.00% H and 0.00% V

6.5.8 Clock tree synthesis (optional) 

This process is required to assign clock signal phases for the standard cells in order to minimize the
skew and jitter  of the clock signal in the circuit.  It can also define a synchronous clock signal
through the design. The required clock tree specification plan has to be created in .ctstch file with
the following commands. The clock tree topology in the core (TDC) is shown in Figure 6.13.

Clock-> Synthesize Clock Tree -> Gen Spec 

Clock -> Display -> Display Clock 
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 Figure 6.12. Pre-CTS optimization for VCO-based ADC
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Optimize -> Optimize Design -> Post-CTS is the command used in the optimization to enable the
clock signal timing synthesis of the design. 

6.5.9 Design routing

This command generates all wires that are needed to interconnect between standard cells. It makes
the design efficient by reducing all critical paths in the design after final optimization. 

Route -> NanoRoute -> Route -> check the Timing Driven -> OK 

Optimize -> Optimize Design -> Post-Route is the step for final optimization in the place and route
process.

6.5.10 Gaps filling 

Another important aspect is the addition of filler cells in the design from the technology library. The
filler  cells  have no HDL logic function,  but are  instead used to fill  all  the spaces between the
standard cells. In addition, these are used to keep the same potential throughout the chip and supply
power for the P+/N+ wells in a standard cell row. 

Place -> Physical Cell -> Add Filler select -> HS65_LS_FILLERCELLS4,3,2,1, select the filler 
cells window as shown in Figure 6.14. 

HS65_LH_DECAP4/8 is used for power supply decoupling and minimizing the leakage currents in
the  core.  Moreover,  the  antenna  diode  filler  cells  (e.g.,  HS65_LS_ANTPROT3),  high  threshold
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  Figure 6.13. Clock tree display for cell placement in ADC design
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voltage supply decoupling cells (e.g., HS65_LH_DECAP4), filler cells with pattern fill for PO (e.g.,
HS65_LH/LL/LS/GH/GS/GL_FILLERPFOP8), and the  oxide diffusion  well-straps  standard  cells
(e.g., HS65_LH/LL/LS_FILLERNPW3/4) are used in the core to avoid potential issues and leakage
currents.  

6.5.11 Design checks

Design check step verifies the entire layout to not contain any antenna errors or connectivity errors.
The Cadence SOC Encounter  provides various reports  for  analyzing the timing information on
signal paths.  The layout can be verified by using the following commands from the GUI main
menu.   

Check DRC 

Verify -> Verify Geometry

Verify -> Verify Connectivity

6.5.12 Export files 

A layer mapping file is required while generating GDSII file of the design. The layer mapping tells
the Cadence software that the layout in the .gds file is mapped to a specific technology. 

The layer mapping file from the technology directory is named cmos065_7m4x0y2z_AP.mapOut.
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    Figure 6.14. Specification of the core filler cells in the ADC 
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File -> Save -> GDS/OASIS is the command for writing .gds file and the GUI window as shown in
Figure 6.15. A useful command in the console in SOC Encounter that streams out the gds file is
shown below.

streamOut VCO_ADC_Counter.gds -mapFile/
sw/cadence/libraries/cmos065RF_534_IC615.010/EncounterTechnoKit_cmos065_7m4x0y2z_AP@
5.3.1/TECH/cmos065_7m4x0y2z_AP.mapOut-libNameDesignLib-outputMacros
-dieAreaAsBoundary -units 1000 -mode ALL 

6.6 Design import in Cadence Virtuoso 

The VCO and the rest of the ADC layouts were generated from Cadence SOC Encounter and after
that individual GDSII files were imported in Cadence Virtuoso for generating the final layout of the
VCO-based  ADC  and  subsequently  netlists  for  post  layout  simulations.  During  streaming  of
the .gds file, a template file can be created to provide the mapping information between metal layers
in the .gds file and the technology library in the Cadence ADE. As an example there is a template
file  attached  in  the  appendix,  which  shows  the  required  layer  mapping  files  (e.g.,
cmos065.layermap, cmos065.objectmap) from the technology directory. 

6.6.1 Layout area 

The final layout area of the VCO is 7×14 μ m2 and the rest of the ADC block is 73×77 μ m2 .
The layout of the TDC quantizer is shown in Figure 6.16. 
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                   Figure 6.15. gds file streaming 
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6.6.2 Design verification in Calibre

Mentor Graphics Calibre tool is used for DRC, LVS, and ERC verification of the VCO-based ADC
layout. In this verification flow, the Calibre LVS verification step requires a black box statement of
every standard cell  of the design from the technology library.  The black box statement  can be
written as  LVS BOX cell_name in the Standard-Verification-Rule-Format (SVRF) tab.  This step
checks the connectivity between standard cells in the layout versus schematic of the design. The
Calibre LVS run command is shown below and the corresponding window is shown in Figure 6.17.

LVS Options -> include -> Include SVRF Commands-> LVS BOX HS65_LS_IVX9
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              Figure 6.16. Layout of the implemented TDC   
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    Figure 6.17. Calibre LVS standard cells black box specification 
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 7 Conclusion

The VCO-based ADC design was implemented using a complete RTL-GDSII design flow based on
digital EDA tools such as Synopsys Design Compiler and Cadence SOC Encounter. A simple HDL
logic and fully digital implementation of a VCO-based ADC offers shorter design time and reduces
the design cost. Moreover, the time-domain signal processing of an all-digital ADC allows superior
time resolution, low power consumption, and low silicon area in a deep submicron CMOS process.
The  thesis  work  dealt  with  understanding  ideal  VCO-based  ADC  theory  and  the  effects  of
nonidealities such as VCO non-linearity,  sampling clock jitter,  flip-flop metastability,  and VCO
delay cell mismatches on the performance of the circuit. In this project, a single ended 13-stage
ring-oscillator  is  used  as  a  multi-phase  VCO  that  together  with  a  13-stage  4-bit  quantization
architecture (QSD) has been implemented. The functional verification has been done in the Cadence
Virtuoso simulator. The resulting circuit shows flip-flop metastability problems at high sampling
rates. For instance, circuit simulation at 500 MHz sampling frequency produces spikes in the digital
output  signal.  These  spikes  in  the  digital  signal  are  limiting  the  noise-shaping  property.  The
dynamic  performance  of  the  designed  VCO-based  ADC  circuit  is  analyzed  at  the  100  MHz
sampling frequency. The implemented architecture delivers an SNR that is 30 dB, SNDR is 25.4
dB, ENOB is 3.92, and THD is -27.66 dB for a 0.5 Vp-p and 4.98 MHz sinusoidal input signal. The
average power consumption of the total  schematic circuit  is 630  μW. In the future,  technology
scaling together with all-digital  ADC design should be able to deliver competitive performance
compared with conventional analog ADC design. 

 7.1 Future work

Proposed future work to this thesis can be divided into two categories. The first is based on digital
signal processing and the second is based on fabrication point of view. 

• As noted previously in Chapter 1, the digital post processing is a part of VCO-based ADC
design that will be carried out as future work. 

• The  designed  VCO-based  ADC is  verified  with  circuit  level  simulations.  The  dynamic
performance is analyzed with respect to overall  circuit  performance at  a high frequency
input signal. In contrast, the static analysis provides the ADC characteristics by applying a
slow ramp signal. This infers a difference between ideal and measured transfer function that
estimates the compensation codes. This is left as a future task.

• Future tasks may also  involve the post layout  simulation and comparison with schematic
simulations. 

• A future task may also include the final layout with I/O pads, ESD protection,  IR drop
analysis, and final GDSII file for fabrication.

• The digital differential ring-oscillator as a VCO has to be designed and verified with multi-
bit quantization architecture for high linearity over a full scale input voltage.
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• There are several pseudo-differential VCO-ADC architectures that can be implemented with
a  RTL-GDSII  design  flow.  For  example,  pseudo-differential  VCO-ADC  with  digital
calibration [5].  

• The possibility of reducing the flip-flop metastability problems in the implemented VCO-
based ADC could be investigated.
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Appendix

• TCL script for VCO 

gui_start
analyze -format verilog {/edu/sripa601/ADC/Ringoscillator_1.v} 
elaborate Ringoscillator_test_13 -architecture verilog -library 
WORK -update 
link 
uniquify -force
create_clock -name "clk" -period 1 -waveform { 0 0.5  } 
set_dont_touch_network  [ find clock clk ] 
set_max_area 0
set_operating_conditions -library CORE65LPSVT bc_1.30V_105C 
set_wire_load_model -name area_0Kto1K -library CORE65LPSVT
set_disable_timing I_0 
set_disable_timing I_1 
set_disable_timing I_2 
set_disable_timing I_3 
set_disable_timing I_4 
set_disable_timing I_5 
set_disable_timing I_6 
set_disable_timing I_7 
set_disable_timing I_8 
set_disable_timing I_9 
set_disable_timing I_10 
set_disable_timing I_11 
set_disable_timing I_12
set_ungroup Ringoscillator_test_13 
set_dont_touch Ringoscillator_test_13 
set_boundary_optimization Ringoscillator_test_13 
compile_ultra -exact_map -no_seq_output_inversion
uplevel #0 { report_cell } 
uplevel #0 { report_design } 
uplevel #0 { report_hierarchy } 
uplevel #0 { report_port } 
uplevel #0 { report_cell } 
uplevel #0 { report_area -nosplit } 
uplevel #0 { report_power -analysis_effort low } 
uplevel #0 { report_resources } 
uplevel #0 { report_wire_load -design Ringoscillator_test_13 }
uplevel #0 { report_constraint -all_violators -significant_digits 
2 -max_area -max_delay -critical_range -min_delay -max_capacitance
-min_capacitance -max_transition -max_fanout -cell_degradation 
-max_dynamic_power -max_leakage_power -connection_class 
-multiport_net }
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write -hierarchy -format ddc
write -hierarchy -format verilog -output 
/edu/sripa601/ADC_Top/VCO_ADC_TOP_VCO_nl.v 
write -hierarchy -format ddc -output 
/edu/sripa601/ADC_Top/VCO_ADC_TOP_VCO_ddc.ddc 
write_sdf -version 2.1 VCO_ADC_VCO.sdf 
write_sdc -nosplit VCO_ADC_VCO.sdc

 

• Configuration File 

############################################################### 
#  Generated by:      Cadence Encounter 10.10-p003_1 
#  OS:                Linux x86_64(Host ID sob-10.edu.isy.liu.se) 
#  Generated on:      Wed Jan 22 20:38:49 2014 
#  Design:            VCO_ADC_Top 
#  Command:           saveDesign VCO_ADC_Top_1.enc 
############################################################### 
global rda_Input 
set cwd /edu/sripa601/socencounter 
set rda_Input(import_mode) {-treatUndefinedCellAsBbox 0 
-keepEmptyModule 1 } 
set rda_Input(ui_netlist) "VCO_ADC_Top_1.enc.dat/VCO_ADC_Top.v.gz"
set rda_Input(ui_netlisttype) {Verilog} 
set rda_Input(ui_rtllist) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_ilmdir) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_ilmlist) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_ilmspef) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_fmdir) {} 
set rda_Input(ui_settop) {1} 
set rda_Input(ui_topcell) {VCO_ADC_Top} 
set rda_Input(ui_celllib) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_iolib) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_areaiolib) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_blklib) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_kboxlib) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_gds_file) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_oa_oa2lefversion) {} 
set rda_Input(ui_view_definition_file) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_timelib,max) 
"/sw/cadence/libraries/cmos065RF_534_IC615.010/CORE65LPSVT_5.1/lib
s/CORE65LPSVT_wc_1.15V_125C_10y.lib" 
set rda_Input(ui_timelib,min) 
"/sw/cadence/libraries/cmos065RF_534_IC615.010/CORE65LPSVT_5.1/lib
s/CORE65LPSVT_bc_1.30V_105C.lib" 
set rda_Input(ui_timelib) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_smodDef) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_smodData) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_locvlib) "" 
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set rda_Input(ui_dpath) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_tech_file) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_io_file) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_timingcon_file,full) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_timingcon_file) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_latency_file) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_scheduling_file) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_buf_footprint) {} 
set rda_Input(ui_delay_footprint) {} 
set rda_Input(ui_inv_footprint) {} 
set rda_Input(ui_leffile) 
"/sw/cadence/libraries/cmos065RF_534_IC615.010/EncounterTechnoKit_
cmos065_7m4x0y2z_AP@5.3.1/TECH/cmos065_7m4x0y2z_AP_Worst.lef 
/sw/cadence/libraries/cmos065RF_534_IC615.010/CORE65LPSVT_5.1/CADE
NCE/LEF/CORE65LPSVT_soc.lef 
/sw/cadence/libraries/cmos065RF_534_IC615.010/PRHS65_7.0.a/CADENCE
/LEF/PRHS65_soc.lef" 
set rda_Input(ui_cts_cell_footprint) {} 
set rda_Input(ui_cts_cell_list) {} 
set rda_Input(ui_core_cntl) {aspect} 
set rda_Input(ui_aspect_ratio) {1.0} 
set rda_Input(ui_core_util) {0.7} 
set rda_Input(ui_core_height) {65.0} 
set rda_Input(ui_core_width) {69.225} 
set rda_Input(ui_core_to_left) {4.0} 
set rda_Input(ui_core_to_right) {4.0} 
set rda_Input(ui_core_to_top) {4.0} 
set rda_Input(ui_core_to_bottom) {4.0} 
set rda_Input(ui_max_io_height) {0} 
set rda_Input(ui_row_height) {2.6} 
set rda_Input(ui_isHorTrackHalfPitch) {0} 
set rda_Input(ui_isVerTrackHalfPitch) {1} 
set rda_Input(ui_ioOri) {R0} 
set rda_Input(ui_isOrigCenter) {0} 
set rda_Input(ui_isVerticalRow) {0} 
set rda_Input(ui_exc_net) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_delay_limit) {1000} 
set rda_Input(ui_net_delay) {1000.0ps} 
set rda_Input(ui_net_load) {0.5pf} 
set rda_Input(ui_in_tran_delay) {0.1ps} 
set rda_Input(ui_captbl_file) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_preRoute_cap) {1} 
set rda_Input(ui_postRoute_cap) {1} 
set rda_Input(ui_postRoute_xcap) {1} 
set rda_Input(ui_preRoute_res) {1} 
set rda_Input(ui_postRoute_res) {1} 
set rda_Input(ui_shr_scale) {1.0} 
set rda_Input(ui_rel_c_thresh) {0.03} 
set rda_Input(ui_tot_c_thresh) {5.0} 
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set rda_Input(ui_cpl_c_thresh) {3.0} 
set rda_Input(ui_time_unit) {none} 
set rda_Input(ui_cap_unit) {} 
set rda_Input(ui_oa_reflib) {} 
set rda_Input(ui_oa_abstractname) {} 
set rda_Input(ui_oa_layoutname) {} 
set rda_Input(ui_sigstormlib) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_cdb_file,min) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_cdb_file,max) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_cdb_file) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_xtwf_file) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_qxtech_file) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_qxlayermap_file) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_qxlib_file) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_qxconf_file) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_pwrnet) {vdd } 
set rda_Input(ui_gndnet) {gnd } 
set rda_Input(flip_first) {1} 
set rda_Input(double_back) {1} 
set rda_Input(assign_buffer)   {1} 
set rda_Input(use_io_row_flow) {0} 
set rda_Input(ui_pg_connections) "" 
set rda_Input(ui_gen_footprint) {0}

• Template_to_Import_gds_In_Cadence

#dbuPerUU                          "0" 
#hierDepth                         "32767" 
#maxCellsInTargetLib               "20000" 
#numThreads                        "1" 
#strmTextNS                        "cdba" 
#arrayInstToScalar 
attachTechFileOfLib                "" 
case                               "preserve" 
cellMap                            "" 
#checkPolygon 
#convertPathToPathSeg 
#detectVias 
#disableLocking 
excludeMapToVia                    "" 
fontMap                            "" 
#ignoreBoxes 
#ignoreZeroWidthPath 
#keepStreamCells 
labelCase                          "preserve" 
layerMap
"/edu/sripa601/digRf/../../../sw/cadence/libraries/cmos065RF_534_I
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C615.010/DK_cmos065lpgp_RF_7m4x0y2z_2V51V8@5.3.4/DATA/LIB/lib/Open
Access/cmos065/cmos065.layermap" 
library                            "vco2" 
loadTechFile                       "" 
logFile                            "strmIn.log" 
#mergeUndefPurposToDrawing 
noInfo                             "" 
#noOverwriteCell 
noWarn                             "" 
objectMap
"/edu/sripa601/digRf/../../../sw/cadence/libraries/cmos065RF_534_I
C615.010/DK_cmos065lpgp_RF_7m4x0y2z_2V51V8@5.3.4/DATA/LIB/lib/Open
Access/cmos065/cmos065.objectmap" 
pinAttNum                          "0" 
propMap                            "" 
propSeparator                      "," 
refLibList                         "CORE65LPSVT" 
#replaceBusBitChar 
#reportPrecisionLoss 
runDir
"/edu/sripa601/digRf/work_sripa601/log" 
scaleTextHeight                    "1.00000" 
#skipUndefinedLPP 
#snapToGrid 
strmFile
"/edu/sripa601/socencounter/ADC_fs_1.gds" 
strmTechGen                        "" 
summaryFile                        "" 
techRefs                           "CORE65LPSVT" 
topCell                            "" 
#translateNode 
userSkillFile                      "" 
viaMap                             "" 
view                               "layout" 
warnToErr                          ""
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